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Azm-e-Pakistan 
AWARDEE FINAL PROGRAM REPORT 

 

Partner: Roshni Welfare Organization (RWO) Grant Number: PCD(106) 

Grant Location:UC18-MR, 2-MR ,KhanpurMaral Grant Title: Aman Kook-II (Sound of Peace) 

Partner Representative: Zahid Zahoor Start Date: 1st June,2020 

Partner Representative Title: Project Director (PD) End Date: 25th  ,May 2021 

Tel/Mobile:0300-6303574, zahid@roshnimultan.org Grant Amount USD:  $ 595613.73 

 
 
1) Please provide a short summary of the deliverables using the activity snapshot table below:(Mention the number of 
activities, gender segregated number of beneficiaries/participants in each event/activity, any positive or negative 
deviation.) 

Deliverable Output Duration  Venue Reasons for positive or 

negativedeviation 

01 Staff Orientation 

Meeting with Aman 

Kook-II Team. 

 

04 Male and 05 

Females 

 

09/06/2020 

 

RWO Office 

 

01 coordination 
Meeting with IP (TPO) 
 

 
05 Male and 09 
Females 

 
05/06/2020 

 
RWO Office 

 

30 
Coordination/Mobiliza
tion Meetings held for 
600 community 
women for selection 
of Mentors and CIWs. 
 

 
0 Male and 660 
Females 

 
11/06/20 
 to  
24/09/20 
 

 
i. 18-MR 
ii.2-MR 
iii.KP Maral 

60 attendees reached out more than 
target attendee. RWO field team 
coordinated with community 
influential and stakeholders to 
mobilizing the community and 
proper selection of Mentors and 
CIWs. 

02 Two-Days CVE 
Sensitization Training 
Sessions conducted to 
capacitate the 50 
Mentors. 

 
0 Male and 50 
Females 

 
28/09/20  
to  
29/09/20 

i.Basti Saho/UC 
18 MR 
ii. 5 MR/UC 2 
MR 

 

10 Three-Days CVE 
Training Sessions  held 
to build the capacity 
of200 CIWs (New 
Beneficiaries) 

 
0 Male and 208 
Females 

01/10/20  
to  
17/10/20 

i. UC 18-MR 
ii. UC 2-MR 
iii.UC KP Maral 

 

 
 
20 SiyaniSiwani (Pre-
CAPs)  heldfor 800 
community women. 

 
 
0 Male and 564 
Females 

 
 
22/10/2020 
to 
10/02/2021 

 
 
i. UC 18-MR 
ii. UC 2-MR 
iii.UC KP Maral 

20 SiyaniSiwaniwere planned in 
Project Aman Kook-II, through which 
800 community women were 
planned to reach out. While the 13 
SiyaniSiwani conducted during 
project lifetime and 564 community 
women reached out through these 
SiyaniSiwani. Reasons of these Gaps 
among planned and implemented 
activities were that Project activities 
kept hold on twice in project 
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duration by AeP.1st due the 
implication of lockdown by Govt due 
to COVID-19 while 2nd due to 
organizational vetting expiration. At 
the planned project completion 
deadline 31st May 2021, Project 
marked as completed by AeP without 
conducted pending activities. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
20 Food Festival (Pre-
CAPs) held for 800 
community women. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
0 Male and 555 
Females 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
27/10/2020  
to  
29/01/2021 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
i. UC 18-MR 
ii. UC 2-MR 
iii.UC KP Maral 

20 Food Festivals were planned in 
Project Aman Kook-II, through which 
800 community women were 
planned to reach out. While the 12 
Food Festivals conducted during 
project lifetime and 555 community 
women reached out through these 
12 Food Festivals. Reasons of these 
Gaps among planned and 
implemented activities were that 
Project activities kept hold on twice 
in project duration by AeP.1st due the 
implication of lockdown by Govt due 
to COVID-19 while 2nd due to 
organizational vetting expiration. At 
the planned project completion 
deadline 31st May 2021, Project 
marked as completed by AeP without 
conducted pending activities. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
20 Cultural Festival 
(Pre-CAPs) held for 
1000 community 
women. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
0 Male and 680 
Females 

 
 
 
 
 
 
05/11/2020 
 to  
01/02/2021 

 
 
 
 
 
 
i. UC 18-MR 
ii. UC 2-MR 
iii.UC KP Maral 

20 Cultural Festivals were planned in 
Project Aman Kook-II, through which 
1000 community women were 
planned to reach out. While the 12 
Cultural Festivals conducted during 
project lifetime and 680 community 
women reached out through these 
Cultural Performances. Reasons of 
these Gaps among planned and 
implemented activities were that 
Project activities kept hold on twice 
in project duration by AeP.1stdue the 
implication of lockdown by Govt due 
to COVID-19 while 2nd due to 
organizational vetting expiration. At 
the planned project completion 
deadline 31st May 2021, Project 
marked as completed by AeP without 
conducted pending activities. 

 
 
 
 
20 Interactive Theatre 
(Pre-CAPs) held for 
1000 community 
women. 

 
 
 
 
O Male and 
655 Females 

 
 
 
 
03/11/2020  
to  
02/02/2021 

 
 
 
 
i. UC 18-MR 
ii. UC 2-MR 
iii.UC KP Maral 
 

20 Interactive Theatres were planned 
in Project Aman Kook-II, through 
which 1000 community women were 
planned to reach out. While the 12 
Theatre performances conducted 
during project lifetime and 655 
community women reached out 
through these theatre performances. 
Reasons of these Gaps among 
planned and implemented activities 
were that Project activities kept hold 
on twice in project duration by 
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(This Project was 100% women centered .Direct and indirect beneficiaries of all project activities were 
consisted on Women.) 

 
1.1) Please summarize the total number ofdirect beneficiaries for this grant: (Attach sign in sheets/participant lists 

with details about age, gender, geographic place of origin[UC/district], affiliation [institution/youth 
club/societies/school/college] or general information on the types of socioeconomic and religious backgrounds of 
beneficiaries as applicable): 
 
Direct Beneficiaries: 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AeP.1st due the implication of 
lockdown by Govt due to COVID-19 
while 2nd due to organizational 
vetting expiration. At the planned 
project completion deadline 31st May 
2021, Project marked as completed 
by AeP without conducted pending 
activities. 

 
 
 
 
 
20 Post CAPs held for 
800 community 
women. 

 
 
 
 
 
O Male and 
543 Females 

 
 
 
 
 
16/11/2020  
to  
22/01/2021 

 
 
 
 
 
i. UC 18-MR 
ii. UC 2-MR 
iii.UC KP Maral 

20 Post CAPs were planned in Project 
Aman Kook-II, through which 800 
community women were planned to 
reach out. While the 12 Post CAPs 
conducted during project lifetime 
and 543 community women reached 
out through these Post CAPs. 
Reasons of these Gaps among 
planned and implemented activities 
were that Project activities kept hold 
on twice in project duration by 
AeP.1st due the implication of 
lockdown by Govt due to COVID-19 
while 2nd due to organizational 
vetting expiration. At the planned 
project completion deadline 31st May 
2021, Project marked as completed 
by AePwithout conducted pending 
activities. 

 
 
03 Closing Ceremonies 
for 225 Mentors &  
CIWs to share the 
Experience. 
 

 
 
N/A 

 
 
N/A 

 
 
N/A 

These 03 closing ceremonies were 
planned in last milestone as a formal 
closeout of Project at community 
level. But project marked as 
completed without conducting the 
remaining activities and these closing 
ceremonies also remained un-
conducted. 

 Target/Planned 
Beneficiaries 

Achieved 
Beneficiaries 
(Male) 

Achieved 
Beneficiaries
(Female) 

Total 
(Achieved 
Beneficiaries) 

Mentors 50 0 50 50 

CIWs 200 0 208 208 
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Indirect Beneficiaries:  

 

2) Please provide adetaileddescription of each activity conductedduring the grant period drawing upon the notes taken 

by the trainers/keynote speaker/facilitator during each event/workshop/training/activity sessions as well as 

observations made by IP staff during the activity:  

 

Project Summary: 

RWO Implemented the Project Aman Kook-II in the three union councils of Multan – Khan PurMaral 18-MR and 2-MR. 

Total 250 direct beneficiaries were planned which included 50 Mentors and 200 Community Influential Women (CIWs). 

RWO engaged 258 women beneficiaries from three union councils of Multan – Khan PurMaral 18-MR and 2-MR,in CVE 

trainings with focus on inter-sectarian and ethnic acceptance. These were consisted of 50 Mentors(previously trained) 

and 208 CIWs(new beneficiaries). The previously trained beneficiariesreceived an advanced level course on CVE, which 

also include guidance on how to play their mentoring role in project implementation. The new beneficiaries divided into 

10 groups of 20 women each; and they received an elementary level training session on CVE. The trainings followed by 

100 CAPs of both pre and post design. In these CAPsensure that mixed groups of Mentors and CIWs were formed to take 

part in activities around the themes of inter-sectarian and ethnic diversity.  

Project Objectives 

Objective 1 (Output): To provide basic and advanced level trainings to new and previously established 
women influential community groups on CVE themes. 

Objective 2 (Outcome): To increase the engagement of women on CVE based initiatives. 

Objective 3 (IR): To increase broad-based women citizens’ engagement in community decision-making. 

Objective 4 (Impact): Enhanced tolerance within and across communities. 

 

1.Staff Orientation: 

RWO conducted the staff orientation meeting to initiate the project Aman Kook-II at gross root level on 09 June, 2020. 

Total 09 team members consisted 04 male and 05 females were the attendee of this orientation session. Purpose of 

Orientation Meeting was to orientate the newly hired staff on Project Aman Kook, its goal and key objectives, selection of 

direct beneficiaries,  CVE Trainings, CAPs, Milestones deliverables and deadlines, weekly and MilestoneReporting, output 

and outcomes, Non-Partisan Review (NPR), and other project related aspects. In this meeting Project Documents were 

shared with RWO team to develop the project work plan, methodology and strategies to effectively implementation of 

project activities at gross root level.As the Project kicked off in pandemic, Pir Sikander Shah (AeP Representative) Joined 

orientation session via Skype to brief the newly hired staff on Project Aman Kook and implementing strategies to kick off 

 Target/Planne
d Indirect 
Beneficiaries 

Male Female Total Reasons for positive or negative deviation 

Community 
Women 

3400 0 2954 2954 100 CAPs were planned for community women in 
project Aman Kook-II and 3400 were planned target 
indirect beneficiaries. 61 CAPs held in project 
timeline and 2640 community women reached out 
through these CAPs. (Reasons are mentioned 
above). 
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the project smoothly at ground level. Selection of project beneficiaries according to cited criteria and ensuring that each 

Group must included participants belongs to different religion, caste, creed, ethnicity and sects is necessary to attain the 

project objectives.In project activities logistics and message delivery should be according to Project and budget. All 

branding material (banners, IEC material, Training Material and Press release etc) must have to share with AeP for 

approval as per NPR policy. Aep Representative also briefed the attendee on policy “Do Not Harm” to develop strategy 

for safely implementation of project activities in Pandemic by ensuring SOPs. 

 

2. Coordination Meeting with IP: 

 

Coordination Meeting with Implementing Partner (TPO) carried out on June 05, 2020 at Roshni Welfare Organization 

(RWO) Office.Newly Hired staff of both IPs (RWO & TPO) were the attendees of this session. Total 14 participants (05 

Male and 09 Female) attended the Coordination Meeting. In this coordination meeting IPs discussed areas such as the 

revision of the training manual, learning of the previous two grants and other points of discussion that they feel they 

might benefit from. RWO and TPO staff sat together to put under discussion the expected, previous grants challenges and 

lesson learnt to develop the strategies of smoothly Project implementation. Both IPs also drawout theExpected 

challenges in current project implementation with the lens of COVID-19. 

 

3.Mobilization/Coordination Meetings: 

30 Mobilization meetings were planned in project with 20 participants in each Meeting. 10 meetings were had to conduct 

in each UC. 600 attendees were target beneficiaries of these meetings. RWO Carried out 30 Mobilization Meeting in 

Project Aman Kook-II and 660 community women reached out through these 30 mobilization Meetings. These Meetings 

were held from 11/06/20 to 24/09/20. Objective of these mobilization meetings were to initiate the intarget areas and 

toselect the potential 50 old grantees and mobilize them to lead the project in their areas as a Mentors. 200 New 

beneficiaries named as “Community Influential Women” CIWs selected with the coordination of Mentors. RWO team 

coordinated with community influential, stakeholders for the selection of potential direct beneficiaries. Mobilization 

Meetings were the 1st interaction with target community so some women were faced the restriction from their males to 

be a member of any social project. RWO team had meetings with the men influential and community to orientate and 

mobilize them to support their women to be part of Aman kook –II and disseminate the peace messages in their areas as 

a Peace Ambassadors. In selection of CIWs , RWO team specially focused on school teachers/principals, midwives, and 

influential elderly women because, as they hold the greatest level of influence over the community. As a output of these 

mobilization meeting, RWO team enlisted the 50 Mentors and 219 CIWs with their will and consent according to the 

criteria. These were the direct beneficiaries of project and attained the CVE Trainings. 02 Mentors groups with 25 in each 

and 10 groups of new beneficiaries with 20 in each group formatted in target UCs. Each group was diverse and included 

the women with different faith, sect, religion, ethnicity, language and caste. Lists of Mentors and CIWs were prior shared 

with AeP for NPR and approval. All these activities were held in pandemic, So RWO ensured the SOPs in all activities to 

keep them and attendee safe. 

(Detail of Mobilization Meeting) 

S.no Date Venue Participants/Attendee 

1 11/06/20 UC-18 MR 22 Females 

2 11/06/20 UC-18MR  20 Females 

3 11/06/20 Basti saho 22 Females 

4 11/06/20 UC18MR(Basti saho ) 23 Females 

5 12/06/20 UC KP Maral 32 Females 

6 12/06/20 UC KP Maral 26 Females 

7 15/06/20 13-Chak  20 Females 

8 15/06/20 13-MR (Near Church) 20 Females 

9 16/06/20 Chak 2-MR 20 Females 

10 16/06/20 Chak 2-MR 30 Females 

11 16/09/2020 13-MR 20 Females 
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12 16/09/2020 Basti Bhir 20 Females 

13 16/09/2020 2-MR (Main Chak) 22 Females 

14 17/09/2020 13-MR 20 Females 

15 17/09/2020 Basti Barooti 20 Females 

16 17/09/2020 5-MR 22 Females 

17 18/09/2020 9-MR 20 Females 

18 18/09/20 Basti Dholay Wala 20 Females 

19 18/09/20 1-MR 20 Females 

20 19/09/20 8-MR 20 Females 

21 19/09/20 12-MR 21 Females 

22 19/09/20 1-MR 21 Females 

23 21/09/20 Chak 2-MR 22 Females 

24 21/09/20 Chak 18-MR 24 Females 

25 22/09/20 KachiKothe 20 Females 

26 22/09/20 Chak 18-MR 24 Females 

27 23/09/20 5-MR 22 Females 

28 23/09/20 Chak KP Maral 21 Females 

29 24/09/20 Chak 2-MR 23 Females 

30 24/09/20 5-MR 23 Females 

 

4. 2-Days CVE Sensitizing Training for Mentors: 

02 CVE Trainings were planned for 50 Mentors in project. RWO conducted 02 CVE Training sessions for Mentors at Basti 

Sahoo and 5 –MR from 28/09/20 to 29/09/20. Total 50 Participants reached out through these Training Sessions. These 

50 Mentors were divided in 02 groups for Trainings.These 50 Mentors (already trained in PCD028) selected through 

Coordination Meetings. RWO selected 02 trainers (Ms. MemonaHiader& Ms. Shabnam Ayub) from AeP approved list. 

Their Profiles were shared with Aep for their reference). Training Manual,schedula and agenda, IEC Material, Banners and 

other training learning material shared with AeP for approval. Objective of this training were to refresh the previous 

training followed by advanced level course on CVE sensitization, cultural & ethnic harmony and safe charity. These 

training sessions capacitated the Mentors as they had to play their mentoring Role in assist mobilization, motivating new 

Beneficiaries and conducting CAPs in their respective areas. It will also value added to enhance the women participation 

in Peace building and promoting cultural &ethnic harmony. 

Day 1 was refresher of last trainings. It covered the topics Peace, its importance, and role of community women in peace 

promotion. Participants get aware on the Religious and cultural harmony, acceptance and its importance to maintain the 

peace in a country. 2nd Days was consisted on the topics of Extremism, its types, trends to lead the extremism in country 

and its preventions. Conflict, its types and conflict resolution were also discussed in Trainings. Participants briefed on who 

are Mentors? As a Mentors what will be their roles and responsibilities. Importance of mentors in Aman kook-II and skill 

required to meet their mentoring role. Trainer adopted participatory methodology in training. Enhanced the participant 

understanding and participation through group work and presentations. Interactive activities conducted to keep the 

participant active and friendly environment. RWO Field Team displayed IEC Material (Posters and Brochure) at training 

venue at visible places. These Posters, Brochures and Training Manual were distributed among all participants. Aside by 

Project IEC material, RWO display the COVID-19 awareness and precautionary banners at training venue to keep 

participants conscious on adopting COVID-19 safety measures. At closing ceremony participants awarded with 

certificates, Training Manual , IEC material ( Poster and Brochure) and sanitizer to each participants. 

(Detail of CVE Trainings for Mentors) 

S.no Date Venue Participants/Attendee 

1 28/09/20 to 29/09/20 Basti Saho/UC 18 MR 25 Females 
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2 28/09/20 to 29/09/20 5 MR/UC 2 MR 25 Females 

 

5. 3 Day CVE sensitizing Training Sessions for CIWs (New Beneficiaries): 

In project Aman Kook-II, 10 Three-Days Training Sessions were planned for 200 CIWs (New Beneficiaries). RWO 

conducted 10 Three-Days CVE Sensitization Training Sessions in target UCs 18-MR, 2-MR and Khan PurMaral. Total10 

training sessions conducted and 208 CIWs build their Capacity through these Training Sessions. RWO formatted 10 CIWs 

groups in 03 target UCs and each group was consisted on 20 members.RWO selected 02 trainers Ms. Memona Haider& 

Ms. Shabnam Ayub from AeP approved Trainer list and prior shared with Aep for their reference. Their Profiles were 

shared with Aep for their reference). Training Manual, schedule and agenda, IEC Material, Banners and other training 

learning material used in Training were approved by AeP.  RWO orientated the trainers on trainings Manual, 

methodology and especially ensuring COVID-19 SOPs during training session. These Trainings were held with the 

objectives to capacitate the new selected Beneficiaries (CIWs) on Peace building, Conflict Prevention, Role of women in 

promoting peace, sectarian and ethnic harmony with Tolerance and leadership. In these training CIWs get oriented on 

their Role & Responsibilities as CIWs in Project Aman Kook –II. This training was split into sessions covering concepts on 

conflict prevention, role of women in promoting peace, sectarian and ethnic harmony with tolerance, Leadership and 

Designing & implementing Community Action Plans (CAPs) on Peace promotion at the community level. These sessions 

equipped new CIWs with a common knowledge or an understanding of basic concepts and intermediate skills. 

In Training all groups design their Action plans to conduct the CAPs in their respective areas effectively. Trainer adopted 

participatory methodology in training. Enhance the participant understanding and participation through group work and 

presentations. Interactive activities conducted to keep the participant active and friendly environment. In all type of 

group work, presentations and interactivities ensured the COVID -19 SOPs.RWO display IEC Material (Posters and 

Brochure) at training venue at visible place. These Posters, Brochures and Training Manual distributed among all 

participants. RWO distributed participation certificates, IEC Material (Poster, Flyer, and Training Manual) to all 

participants. PPE Kit (Mask, gloves and sanitizer) distributed among all participants and take acknowledgement at 

Training registration sheet. 

(Detail of CVE Trainings for CIWs) 

S.no Date Venue Participants/Attendee 

1 01/10/20 to 03/10/20 5- MR 21 Females 

2 01/10/20 to 03/10/20 Chak 13 MR 21 Females 

3 05/10/20 to 07/10/20 Basti Barooti 20 Females 

4 05/10/20 to 07/10/20 KachiKothe 23 Females 

5 08/10/20 to 10/10/20 18-MR 20 Females 

6 08/10/20 to 10/10/20 Chak 2 MR 20 Females 

7 12/10/20 to 14/10/20 6-MR 20 Females 

8 12/10/20 to 14/10/20 Chak 18-MR 21 Females 

9 15/10/20 to 17/10/20 1-MR 22 Females 

10 15/10/20 to 17/10/20 Basti Saho 20 Females 

 

6:Community Action Plans (CAPs) 

Total 100 CAPs were planned in project Aman kook-II. There were two types of CAPs, Pre designed and Post designed 

CAPs. In Pre-CAPs, following 04 CAPs were included SiyaniSiwani (Wise Woman), Food Festival, Cultural Festivals and 

Interactive Theatres. 100 CAPs were comprised on 20 SiyaniSiwani, 20 Food Festivals, 20 Cultural Festivals,20 Interactive 

theatres and 20 Post-CAPs. Each group have to conduct 02 CAPs of each type.  

Project was initiated and implemented in Pandemic. So, it remained on hold twice in project duration due to the 

implication of Lockdown by GOVT. Project activities were also kept hold by AeP due to the expiration of organizational 
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vetting and process of renewal of vetting took time. Which resulted to mark up the project as completed by AeP. RWO 

held 61 CAPs and pending planned 39 CAPs remained non-conducted. 

(a) Siyani Siwani 

20 SiyaniSiwani CAPs were planned with 40 women attendees in each activity. Total planned indirect beneficiaries 

through this type of CAPs were 800 community women. RWO conducted 13SiyaniSiwani (CAPs) inProject implementation 

and reached out 564 indirect beneficiaries. This activity was designed to help meet the project 'Aman Kook’s' objectives 

and further to increase the engagement of women on CVE based initiatives and broad-based citizen engagement in 

community decision-making.Siyani Siwani is South Punjab tradition where women of all ages sit together to listen to 

stories from elder, sagacious women. The stories usually discussed the social setup of the region and issues involved. Due 

to the elderly women’s social standing, the advice they impart on their audience through the stories is taken in high 

regard. To revival of this tradition, Siyani Siwani CAPs were planned to conduct at community level. This CAP also a tool to 

engage the community elders in social activity. For this CAPs, RWO drafted 04 stories centered on acceptance, cultural & 

interfaith harmony and share with AeP for NPR.02 community women had to vetted from respective community for each 

event to narrate the stories in front of audience. Draft of stories was prior shared with them for practice.  02 stories told 

in each activity/CAP. 40-45 women were the target attendee of each activity.They used their native language to enhance 

the listener understanding. Each story briefly concluded by women to deliver the message effectively and attain the 

activity objectives.RWO team had to conduct Q/A session with participants to test their understanding on messages 

which RWO gave trough stories. Participants actively participated in theseCAPs and shared their learning and feedback at 

the end of each event. 

(Detail of Indirect Beneficiaries of SiyaniSiwani) 

S.no Date Venue Participants/Attendee 

1 22-10-2020 Chak 2 MR/2 MR 46 Females 

2 24-10-2020 KachiKothe/ Khan PurMaral 45 Females 

3 28-10-2020 5MR/2MR 38 Females 

4 12-11-2020 Chak 18 MR/18 MR 43 Females 

5 07/12/2020 Main 18 MR/18 MR 45 Females 

6 10/12/2020 6 MR/KP Maral 45 Females 

7 11/12/2020 Basti Saho/18 MR 43 Females 

8 16/12/2020 1-MR/2-MR 41 Females 

9 08/01/2021 Basti Barooti/18 MR 40 Females 

10 11/01/2021 6 MR/ KP Maral 42 Females 

11 15/01/2021 Basti Saho/18 MR 50 Females 

12 18/01/2021 Chak 2 MR/2 MR 43 Females 

13 10/02/2021 13 MR/KP Maral 43 Females 

 

(b) Theatrical Performance 

20 theatrical performances on sectarian harmony were planned in Project Aman Kook-II.50 attendee in each event was 

planned and total 1000 community women were the accumulative target indirect beneficiaries of these 20 theatre 

performances (50 in each event). 12 interactive theatres were held by RWO in target areas.655 community women of 18 

MR, 2 MR and KP Maral attended these CAPs. Objective of this activity was to help meet the project 'Aman Kook’s' 

objectives and further to increase the engagement of women on CVE based initiatives and broad-based citizen 

engagement in community decision-making. Interactive theatre considered very effective in delivering the CVE message. 

Through Interactive Theatre large crowds attracted and spread massive awareness in sectarian and ethnic harmony. RWO 

hired a trained theatrical group for an interactive theatre to subtly discuss the importance of sectarian and ethnic 

harmony. Script of theatre was approved by AeP. The script for each performance was same. An audience of 50-55 

people was attendee of each theatrical event. Script of theatre performance was prior approved by AeP. Due to cultural 
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norms, Theatre group was totally consisted on women performers. Interactive theatre found very effective in engaging 

community women and disseminating the peace message to large crowd/audience. A large number of community 

women in target areas were illiterate and unable to grasp the message by act rather than mouth words. Theatre group 

used to take 25-30 minutes on stage for performance and used native languages Punjabi and Saraiki to enhance the 

audience understanding.Afterward theatre performance, Q/A session were also had to conduct to test or recall the 

delivered message. To enhance the contained message of each character, discussed the characters of script. Participants 

respond in Q/A session very actively. Participants also used to give feedback on stage about event which show their 

interactive participation in CAPs. 

(Detail of Indirect Beneficiaries of Theatrical Performances) 

S.no Date Venue Participants/Attendee 

1 03/11/2020 13 MR/KP Maral 53 Females 

2 10/11/ 2020 6-MR/Khan purMaral 53 Females 

3 13/11/2020 BastiBarooti/18 MR 52 Females 

4 14/11/2020 Main Chak 18 MR/18 MR 55 Females 

5 12/12/2020 18 MR/18 MR 52 Females 

6 21/12/2020 5-MR/2 MR 52 Females 

7 23/12/2020 2 MR/2 MR 60 Females 

8 26/12/2020 KachiKothe/KP Maral 54 Females 

9 21/01/2021 Main 18 MR/18 MR 50 Females 

10 27/01/2021 Chak 18 MR/18 MR 61 Females 

11 30/01/2021 1 MR/2 MR 60 Females 

12 02/02/2021 KachiKothi /KP Maral 53 Females 

(c) Food Festivals 

20 Food festival CAPs were planned in Project implementation.Total 800 indirect beneficiaries of this CAP were 

planned.RWO conducted 12 Food Festivals (CAPs) in target Union councils Khan PurMaral, 18 MR and 2-MR. Total 555 

community women reached out through these CAPs.This activity was designed to help meet the project 'Aman Kook’s' 

objectives and further to increase the engagement of women on CVE based initiatives and broad-based citizen 

engagement in community decision-making. Objective of conducting these Food festivals were to brought the women 

together in cooking and serving food was meant to break the stereotype that food prepared by people of a different faith 

should not be consumed. Food festivals proved to be very successful in enabling social cohesion, as people from different 

backgrounds got together to celebrate the interfaith harmony. These CAPs were organized to celebrate diversity, with 

slogans of acceptance and harmony. CIWs ensured the women from different ethnicity, caste, sect and languages to be 

attendee of these festivals.Sectarian and interfaith harmony were centered discussions of Food festivals. Community 

used to select traditional food courses for Cookery competition (01 for each competition) which was loved and liked by 

community belongs to each segment of society.12 women from 40-45 attendee had to participated in each food festival 

CAP.12 women were divided in 03 groups (04 women in each group).CIWs ensured the diversity in group formation for 

cookery competition. Women with different sects, faith, languages and castes were part of each group. These groups 

mutually selected the food course which was acceptable by all faiths, sects, languages, castes and religions. These groups 

were tagged with the name Sanjhi Roti, WasdiyanJhokan, SanjhiKunni  () ،وسدیاں جھوکاں،سانجیھ روٹی  Each group.سانجیھ کنی

presented prepared food in traditional style. Each group of cookery competition had to introduced themselves and 

rationale to take interest in competition.02 influential from respective areas were had to invite as a judge in each 

event.Judges had visit to the stalls to taste the food by participants and select the winner group with the mutual decision. 

Taste & well-presented food and clear on the objectives to conduct these CAPs were the main indicators to select the 

winner group. Food cooked by all 04 group of competition served to the whole attendee of event and they excitedly 

consumed food which created environment of acceptance and sectarian harmony.RWO awarded gifts to winners and 

other all participants who took part in competition to encourage them on active participation. 
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(Detail of Indirect Beneficiaries of Food Festivals) 

S.no Date Venue Participants/Attendee 

1 27/10/2020 Main 18-MR/18 MR 59 Females 

2 23/11/2020 13-MR/KP Maral 45 Females 

3 26/11/2020 Basti Saho/18 MR 50 Females 

4 28/11/2020 1-MR/2-MR 51 Females 

5 07/12/2020 2 MR/2 MR 44 Females 

6 17/12/2020 6 MR/KP Maral 50 Females 

7 19/12/2020 Chak 18 MR/18 MR 42 Females 

8 29/12/2020 BastiBarootiWala/18 MR 43 Females 

9 14/01/2021 6 MR/KP Maral 43 Females 

10 26/01/2021 13 MR/KP Maral 45 Females 

11 28/01/2021 5 MR/2 MR 41 Females 

12 29/01/2021 BastiSahoo/18 MR 42 Females 

 

(d) Cultural Festivals 

20 cultural Festivals were planned in Project lifetime with the target indirect beneficiaries’ of 1000 attendees. RWO 

conducted 12 Cultural Festivals (CAPs) in target Union councils Khan PurMaral, 18 MR and 2-MR. Total 680 community 

Women reached out through these 12 Cultural Festivals. This activity was designed to help meet the project 'Aman 

Kook’s' objectives and further to increase the engagement of women on CVE based initiatives and broad-based citizen 

engagement in community decision-making. Objective to organized these Cultural Festivalwere to celebrate diversity, 

with slogans of acceptance and harmony. These festivals featured with various traditional arts activities and included 

music performances, traditional music, traditional crafts stalls, and other activities recommended by the beneficiaries as 

being popular in their region. Culture festivals proved to be very successful to enabled the social cohesion, as people from 

different backgrounds got together to celebrate the festivities as equals. CIWs ensured the women from different 

ethnicity, caste, sect and languages to be attendee of these festivals.To celebrate the cultural harmony, 05 stalls 

established in each event which were consisted on: 

➢ Needlework/embroidery dresses stall 

➢ Handicrafts stalls 

➢ Traditional Dresses stall 

➢ Traditional/Mud Crockery stall 

➢ Bangles and Hina (Mehndi) stall  

In these stalls community women displayed cultural dresses, traditional & embroidery dresses, handicrafts and old & 

traditional home appliances. Holding Cultural festival didn’t only appreciate the skills of local women in the area but also 

benefited them financially.02 Honor Guests (Community stakeholders/influential of their respective areas) had to invited 

in each event. Guests and attendees also had visit to the stalls. CIWs at stall introduced themselves and briefed the items 

they displayed at their stalls on their visit.CIWs of respective areas were used to arranged these traditional items for 

stalls. Women were excitedly showcase their skills through festivals. Women from different segment took part in these 

festivals. All these 05 stalls presented a brief look of our traditions and local women talent. Music 

performance/traditional songs competitions were also included in these festivals to celebrate the social cohesion. CIWs & 

RWO team identified local female singer for music performance. While the community in some areas preferred to 

conduct competition of traditional songs (Tappy). They preferred the traditional songs competition due to the cultural 

norms as their men were used to wandering in surrounding of venue and they don’t like their womento sing songs.CIWs 
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and attendee took part in these competitions. Community/attendee enjoyed their traditional songs and encourage their 

local talent. RWO award he gifts to the all participants to acknowledge their active participation. RWO team used to 

presented “Traditional Ajrak” as presents to honor guests of each event. Through these cultural festivals, attendees from 

different backgrounds sat together and celebrated the cultural diversity and interfaith harmony. 

(Detail of Indirect Beneficiaries of Cultural Festivals) 

S.no Date Venue Participants/Attendee 

1 05/11/2020 Basti Saho /18-MR 59 Females 

2 07/11/2020 1-MR /2-MR 55 Females 

3 18/11/2020 KachiKothe/KP Maral 55 Females 

4 21/11/2020 18 MR/18 MR 57 Females 

5 15/12/2020 BarootiWala /18-MR 60 Females 

6 18/12/2020 Chak 2-MR/2-MR 59 Females 

7 30/12/2020 6 MR/KP Maral 63 Females 

8 31/12/2020 18 MR/18 MR 56 Females 

9 16/01/2021 13 MR/KP Maral 56 Females 

10 23/01/2021 Chak 18 MR/18 MR 50 Females 

11 25/01/2021 5 MR/2 MR 57 Females 

12 01/02/2021 Main 18 MR/18 MR 53 Females 

 

(e) Post-Design CAPs 

20 Post CAPs with the expected turnout of 800 attendees were planned in Project (40 attendee in each event). Direct 

beneficiaries of project had to design the Post CAPs according to their traditions and interest to engage the community 

effectively. RWO conducted 12 Post design CAPs in target areas and Total 543 community women reached out through 

these Post-CAPs. These CAPs were tagged as Aman Suneehay (Peace Messages).This activity was designed to help meet 

the Project Aman Kook‘s objectives and future to increase the engagement of women on CVE based initiatives and broad-

based citizen engagements in community decision making. CIWs designed these CAPs based on the interest of their 

communities in CVE trainings. These Post CAPs were prior approved by AeP. These CAPs were planned with the groups 

who already had conduct at least one pre CAP.Total 09 Activities of Post CAPs were approved by AeP. CIWs and RWO 

team had to select 03 activities for each CAP/event according to the respective community interest.  In these CAPs CIWs 

ensured the women from each segment of community to celebrate the cultural diversity and interfaith 

harmony.Following 09 games/activities practiced through these 12 post CAPs (03 in each CAP 

1. Bhoju to Janain (Lets Guess) 

2. Music Chart 

3. Aman day Seep (Embroidery Competition) 

4. Aman Suneehay (Peace Messages) 

5. Aman Act 

6. PhoolonkiMaala 

7. Aman Ghubara (Peace Balloon) 

8. Aman Ehad 

9. KooklaChipaaki 

CIWs lead these Post CAPs. They used to ensure the women from different sects, caste, faith and languages to attend 

these CAPs. Maximum attendee of these activities participated in CAP through games competitions, messages delivery 

and feedback session. CIWs and RWO team consequently were used to delivered the message of peace and acceptance 

to keep the attendee clear on the objectives of these games. Each activity started and concluded with peace message. All 

games were designed especially relevant to women that’s resulted increased interest in women to participate in these 

CAPs, RWOawarded prizes among winners of each activities to acknowledge their active participation and encourage the 

other attendee. 
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(Detail of Indirect Beneficiaries of Post CAPs) 

S.no Date Venue Participants/Attendee 

1 16/11/2020 Main chak 2 MR/2 MR 44 Females 

2 20/11/2020 18 MR/18 MR 47 Females 

3 24/11/2020 Basti Barooti/18MR 51 Females 

4 25/11/2020 6-MR/KP Maral 46 Females 

5 09/12/2020 KachiKothi/KP Maral 50 Females 

6 14/12/2020 5 MR/2 MR 45 Females 

7 24/12/2020 Chak 18 MR/18 MR 45 Females 

8 02/01/2021 1 MR/2 MR 43 Females 

9 13/01/2021 Chak 2 MR/2 MR 44 Females 

10 19/01/2021 BastiSahoo/18 MR 43 Females 

11 20/01/2021 13 MR/KP Maral 40 Females 

12 22/01/2021 KachiKothe/KP Maral 45 Females 

  

Detail of CAPs and Indirect Beneficiaries reached: 

 

This project was totally women centered. All direct and indirect beneficiaries were women. Project was marked up 

completed with undone activities. As above table show, There is negative deviation among planned and achieved 
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activities and beneficiaries due to the 42 undone activities (39 CAPs and 03 closing Ceremonies). RWO had positive 

deviation among number of implemented activities and planned attendee against it.No activity of Project held by RWO 

cancelled by AeP. 

7. Closing Ceremonies:  

03 closing ceremonies were planned in project as a formal closeout of project activities at ground level.225 direct 

benefactrices CIWs and Mentos were had to attend these Ceremonies. AeP hold the project activities at the completion 

of Milestone05 due to the expiration of Organizational vetting process. Which got linger on and AeP marked up the 

Project Activities without completion of pending activities. These Closing Ceremonies also were included in uncompleted 

activities.  

COVID 10 SOPs in project implementation: 

RWO followed the COVID SOPs in implementation of all field activities. Large crowd was attendee of these project 

activities and CAPs. RWO selected spacious venue to maintain social distancing and prior disinfect it. Mask and gloves 

distributed among all direct and indirect beneficiaries of each activity. Hand Sanitizer of 500ml also provided to all direct 

beneficiaries during CVE Trainings. Participants’ hands were used to sanitized at entry.  Awareness Banners on COVID-19 

and its precaution also displayed at each activity venue. During Project Implementation period. No case of COVID-19 

reported in all of three targeted UCs. 

Challenges: 

✓ Selection of potential Mentors, as many mentors excused to be direct part of phase II due to their personal 

engagements and last phase experiences. Through Strong mobilization RWO mobilize and finalize the 

potential Mentors which were needed to achieve project objectives. 

✓ Formation of diverse group ensuring the women with differences and influential were a challenge. They 

were divided in segments of color, religion and castes and hesitated to be a member of diverse group. 

✓ In Cotton picking season, availability of community women in project activities challenge. Most women 

community was engaged in fields for cotton picking. It’s a seasonal financial opportunity for women that’s 

why they are preferred it rather than social activities. 

✓ Interactive theatre was a type of CAP. Community didn’t allow the men entry at venue. They also 

demanded the theatre team totally consisted on women. Gender Diverse performers group can deliver 

more effective performance. 

✓ Project initiated and completed in pandemic, to ensure the SOPs in project activities were a huge 

challenge for RWO team. Target areas were rural and they did not understand this emergency situation. 

They refused to wear mask and gloves and maintain the social distancing. Selections of spacious venue for 

activities were also challenge but it was compulsory to maintain the social distancing in overall activities. 

Make the venue child free was also difficult because schools were closed and they were free. They gather 

outside the venues and made noises.  

✓ Sudden or informal closeout of project was the questions on Organization credibility CIWs and Mentors 

were not satisfied on the project closing in this way. They were expecting the resumption of project 

activities and formal closing of project. As closing ceremonies were planned to acknowledge their effort in 

smoothly implementation. 

Learning: 

✓ Before finalizing the Milestone deadlines. Must go through the seasonal calendar to ensure the target 

beneficiaries availability. 

✓ During mobilization meetings, must be conscious on the identification of proper and neutral venues.  

✓ Community Men also be engaged in project, may be at minimum ratio. Men inclusion in project. In this way 

they will properly orient about project and will not be constraint in women participation. 

✓ Timely intimate about project status to the IP as they planned to settle down the challenge. At any cost project 
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must be close properly. It affect the organization repo at community level. 

2) Which activity(ies) most successfully engaged women? What are the reasons that may have contributed to it? 

RWO Conducted 5 types of CAPs during Project lifetime to engage the community women in peace building. These 

included SiyaniSiwani, Food Festivals, Cultural Festivals, Inter active Theatre and post design CAPs. All CAPs were 

designed according to the local norms, traditions and interest of community women. CIWs and Community Women 

owned the project activities and participated with full heartily. RWO team and CIWs found some activities more effective 

to engage the community for dissemination of peace messages than other activities which were following: 

Food Festivals: 

Project target areas were diverse, people belonged to the different faith, sects, religion and ethnicity were the attendee 

of the project activities. They were following the stereotype regarding to avoid consumption of food cooked by different 

sects and religion. This activity was designed to break this stereotype. While conducting these activities, RWO and CIWs 

ensure the presence of attendee from all segment of society. As Cooking is considered as more relevant for women, so 

community women took more interest in food festivals. Inserving food to all attendee also broke the stereotype 

regarding consumption of food cooked by different sects, religion, ethnicity and castes. Selection of Traditional Food 

course for competition also made these events more enchanted for women. 12 from 40 had to participate in these 

events. Each group used to more enthusiastic to win and get prize of the cookery competition. As a conclusion, Food 

festivals engaged community women more effectively. They had close interaction with women with different sects, faith 

and religion. Their excitements in these festivals were high-flying. Most important point of these effective engagements 

was that, as this stereotype exited in these areas. They considered it a hurdle in diversity and maintaining peace and 

participated to discourage this act in future. Success stories as a result of these festivals also shared with AeP. 

Post-Design CAPs: 

2 types of CAPs were the part of project activities pre designed CAPs and post Design CAPs. Post Design CAPs were the 2nd 

activity of CAPs which were found most likeable by community women to gather them at one place to sensitize them on 

the peace building, interfaith and sectarian harmony at societal level. These Caps were designed by CIWs after getting 

capacitate on the CVE Training Sessions. Different traditional and local games were designed by CIWs as a tool to 

disseminate awareness among community and engage them in peace building. CIWs and mentors designed according to 

their own interest, traditional and cultural norms and also made peace messages to conclude the activities which 

enhanced their interest more than other CAPs. They used different ways to showcase the peace message, through 

drawing, embraided peace messages, and messages on colored charts. In one Event, 03 activities used to conduct, and 

almost all attendee take part in these activities which made this activity more interactive. All these enchanted the 

community women and they heartily attended and participated in these CAPs. 

 

3) (If applicable) Was there any activity that was unable to adequately engage women? If yes, please explain the 
factors that may have contributed to it. 

Siyani Siwani was a type of Pre-CAP, In these CAPs two women used to select to told the stories. Stories centered on 

cultural, sectarian and interfaith harmony were told to the all participants. As target areas were rural, RWO and CIWs 

faced challenge to identify the  aged and educated women to tell stories. They were not having ability to attract and 

engage the attendee attention. Young girls also hesitated to face the attendee from front.Stories told to the attendee 

were focused on peace building, but attendee started to tell the irrelevant personal and domestic stories. Which resulted 

to distract the attendee attention from the focused theme.So in some areas, this activity were not find as interactive to 

engage the women as compared to other activities. 

 

4) Please provide details of the measures that were taken to mobilize women participants? and to ensure that the 
activities were inclusive, and conducive to the participation of the target beneficiaries, especially women? 
 
RWO initiate the project at field level through coordination and mobilization meetings. In these meetings, RWO field 
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team coordinate with community influential women and sensitized them on the project objectives. Team visited the 

influential of different segment of sects, castes, faith, languages and ethnicity. Potential Mentors selected to reach out 

the community at gross root level.  RWO team took on board community elders as they had high influence and regard by 

community and also engaged the young girls as they were active and had interest in social activities. In some areas, 

community women faced concern from their men family members on their involvement in social activities. To overcome 

this issue, RWO Field teams visited to their men and orientate them on project. To mobilize them, Team also engaged 

community men influential. For effective mobilization, Women, men and youth were targeted and engage them through 

different activities. In some areas ,CIWs, Mentors along with team also did door to door visit to ensure the inclusion of all 

segment in project activities. Local and national examples were also used to mobilize the community on the importance 

of peace building and role of their women in peace building activities. Men were sanitized by the need of their 

involvement in Peace campaign to brought up their child with peaceful mind. Strong follow up of all activities were also 

ha indicator to mobilize and engage the community in coming activities. 

 
5) Please provide a short description of how program activities were monitored and how outcomes were measured by 
DAI’s M&E Officer and the partner: (illustrative examples include pre- and post-training questionnaires, sign-in sheets, 
photographs, key informant interviews, etc.). 
 
RWO Monitoring Officer consequently visited the field to monitor the project activities. Monitoring reports also develop 
and shared  with field team to share learning and area of improvement. Project Director and Manager also visited the 
activities to monitor the quality and used to take the feedback by attendee at the end of activities. Reporting and 
Documentation officer note down the attendee feedbacks, case studies, challenges to find out the gaps and highlight 
with AeP. AeP M&E also conducted Monitoring visit in different type of activities and also took feedback from 
participants. They conducted Key information interviews (KIIs) at the end of project activities. 
Along with signed attendance sheets of direct beneficiaries, Pictures& videos and consolidated report of each activity 
shared with AeP in Milestones deliverables. 
 
6) Please provide a description of the project outcomes based upon the objective of this grant.Please ensure that the 
information provided is disaggregated by gender. 
 

Community women who were the direct beneficiaries of Project, they build their capacity on CVE. Mentors attended the 

2 days training while the CIWs attended 3 days training on CVE. In these training they got sensitized and knowledge on 

importance of peace building, Cultural and interfaith harmony, acceptance, tolerance and sectarian harmony and other 

CVE related topics. After the training session they shared that they changed their perceptions and committed to 

discourage the discrimination on the basis of differences. On the training days, in some areas women refused to attend 

the training due to it was organized at home of women belongs other sect or religious. But when they participated in 

project activities and CAPs, they not only had mutual sitting also eat, participate and enjoy activities with each other 

which showed open picture of their acceptance. In activities attendee shared that after attended the activities they also 

shared this knowledge to their other family members included men, youth and Childs. Training Manual which was 

awarded to the CIWs and Mentors, community women also exchanged these with each other to get more knowledge on 

CVE.As a result of these, Men and elder women who were reluctant to the women participation in these peace activities 

they allowed them to attend the activities. Elder women also took interest in CAPs. There were changes noticed in 

community practices. Some examples of these changes were: In Muharrum ul Harram they consumed the food cooked 

shared by Ahl e Tasheeh while earlier they avoid these. Muslim community exchanged the gifts and cake on Christmas. 

Women with difference celebrated Ramzan and Eid through Aftaar and Eid Millan Parties. CIWs shared that many women 

have friends with the women of other religion, sects, castes and languages which were noticed after attending the CAPs. 

Project activities derived other changes which were not planned or CVE related. After attending the CAPs, community 

women also resolved their domestic or inter religion or faith issues which unresolved from many years. Minor thefts got 

minimize and controlled. Mothers who attended the project activity they also felt the importance of education for child 

to brought up them with the sensibility of acceptance and peace building. Women enhanced their confidence and reach 

out the panchaiat for justice. Young girls were restricted to the homes due to the cultural norms , through these activity 

they involve socially with others. Showcase the skills in cultural festivals also resulted in financial benefits to some 

women. 
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Participants’ Quotes from different Project activities: 

 

1. “2-Days Training session jolted our mind that like every field of life, women have to play their important in 

promoting peace and social harmony. If we dreamed peaceful future for our child we have to do efforts for 

peace today”.     (Shaheen Bibi/Basti Saho/Mentors CVE Training) 

2. “Like five fingers are different from each other’s but equally important for becoming a hand. People from 

different religions, color, caste and creed are equally important to maintain a peace in a country”. 

  (Shakira Ibrar/Basti Saho/Mentors CVE Training) 

3. This world is like a Garden. Different flowers and plants make Garden beautiful. Likewise World look beautiful if 

people belongs to different ethnicities, faiths, languages and gender live with peace in it. 

(Kaneez Fatima-/2 MR/CVE Training for CIWs) 

4. “People with different faiths and sects have same culture. Such similarities develop affection between different 

communities. Such culture events will play important role in promoting culture to young generation”.  

(Jamila Fardous/6 MR/Cultural Festival) 

5. “Human can be only with humanity. Without humanity no one can be a Human”. 

(Mukhtiyan Bibi/18 MR/Food Festival) 

6. Most beautiful sentence from the theatre was “I will take consent from Farah about this Proposal” .It gives us 

lesson we must take consent from women before taking decision about them.  

(Istran/13 MR/Interactive theatre) 

7. If we concluded the Aman Kook activities, we can narrate in single sentence “Do Good, Have Good”. We should 

have god behavior with all without any discrimination. If we do well with all, we will have well too from all”. 

(Nabeela Khalil/6 MR/Siyani Siwani) 

8. “To win any game, all team member try their best. Likewise to maintain the peace, all segments of society must 

have to play their role. When all segments will give their input, they will win peace in as a result”. 

(Arooj Fatima/18 MR/Post CAP) 

Success Stories: 

(1) 

Iram Naz is resident of Basti 6 MR UC KP Maral. She belongs to OAD Caste, which is considered as inferior caste and 

discriminated due to a low caste. Due to inferior caste (community considered), community socially avoid caste and 

didn’t invite them in their occasions of happiness and sorrows. She Participated in Food Festival conducted in 6 MR. she 

shared her story with attendee. 

“My name is Iram Naz, resident of village 6MR. I am OAD by caste and facing discrimination on the caste based for a long 

time. When RWO initiated project Aman Kook in their area, Fakhira Sultan visited their home to invite them for activities. 

Fakhra Sultan is CIW and influential personality in our village. She invited me for Interactive Theatre which was organized 

by RWO under umbrella of project Aman Kook-II. Fakhira shared the objective of project and activity with me.  She said 

there will be a peace message in this activity which is beneficial for us so you must join it.  

“Peace will only be there, where will be not any discrimination of religion, sec, faith, ethnicity, color and language. We 

all are human beings .Humanity and acceptance is key of peace building”. 

 So for this peace initiative, we are inviting women from each segment of society. As we were discriminated for a long 

time, first time someone invited us like other castes. I heartily wished to attend that social gathering.   

I told my family but they stopped to attend the activity. Reason behind this was we are famous here as (Mirasi) which is 

not considered respectable caste. But I did not deny Fakhira and decided to attend the activity. I called fakhra and shared 

that I will came there without permission of my family. On Event day, I went to the peace theatre. Some females gossiped 

why invite Mirasi family in social activity?. Fakhra sensitized them we gathered here to diminish the secretion conflicts 
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and promte acceptance peace.  We all are human beings, Mirasi and other cast are also human. Humanity and 

acceptance is key of peace building .All women attend the Aman theatre with interest and enhanced their understanding 

on the theme of theatre that we cannot in contempt and discriminate anyone on the basis of   caste, color ethnicity and 

language. Each segment of society is equally important in a society .If we want a peaceful country, we must have to play 

our role to promote sectarian and interfaith harmony at societal level.  My Eyes filled with tears to see the interactive 

theatre performance. After the interactive theatre ended, attendee shared their learning and feedback and appreciated 

the decision to invite discriminated group in this activity. 

After attending the activity,I shared my experience with my family and other women of our caste. They were happy to 

hear .They wished to attend the next event of Aman Kook. .After this I went to other 2 activities of Aman Kook. But in 

Food Festival, we were hesitated that community women will accept us in cookery competition and will consume food 

cooked by us. Community women ensured our representation in all groups of cookery competition and happily eat food 

cooked by us. It was moment when we feel that we are too respectable caste of society. 

(2) 

Tasleem Akhter (CIW) is resident of Basti 5 MR/UC 2 MR. She is teacher by profession and also gave tuition to the child of 

their area. Due to teacher, community respected her. She is social activist and community women used to consult her to 

get the advice on her issues. As a social activist, she participated in Aman Kook activities and also motivated the other 

community women to attend these activities. In learning sharing session in Cultural festival, she shared with attendee 

that, 

In our Basti 2 families belongs to different castes had dispute due to which they cut off with each other. I thought Aman 

Kook Activities are best platform to sensitize them. I invited the women of both families in CAP Siyani Siwani. They 

attended the activity. After activity, I sensitized them to patch up their families to have peaceful homes. It also add up to 

have peaceful society. We should have play our role in promoting sectarian & interfaith harmony, peace building and 

conflict resolution at community level.  Both women agreed to convince their families and tried their best to resolve the 

conflict between them.  After a plenty of days, I inquired to these women about reconciliation among both families. They 

told that they failed to motivate their men about this. I thought these women made conscious their men in this issue. I 

shared the matter with a community influential “M.Buksh” and requested to arrange a joint baithak with both families. 

They gathered the both families under one roof. I sensitized them on the reconciliation. Our religion is a religion of 

humanity. Every religion gave message of humanity. To attain peace, we must have to accept the people with the 

difference. We all are human and humanity is above than all religions, faith, ethnicity, color and language. Tolerance and 

acceptance are key tools to maintain the peace among the diverse segment of society. Each segment of society is equally 

important for maintaining peace of a society. 

RWO is disseminating the message of peace, tolerance, acceptance, cultural, sectarian, interfaith harmony.  They are 

engaging our women to build their capacity to brought up the next generation with peaceful minds. This will also 

enhance their engagement in decision making. All attendee of baitak appreciated my initiative and ensured to their 

cooperation in disseminating peace messages at their community level. At the result of this sitting, both families again 

tied up and reconcile with each other.Tasleem Akhtar said  

“ Aman Kook-II activities not only disseminating message of peace building in our areas, it also sensitized us to resolve 

the issue among us without any discrimination of cast, color, sects and faith. Women belongs to each segment should 

play their role in diminish the differences of sects, religion, faith and languages in society”. 

6.1) Please include photographs here. 
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Figure 1 Mobilization Meeting/Chak 2 MR/UC 2 MR 

 

Figure 2 CVE Training for Mentors/Chak5MR/UC 2MR 

 

Figure 3 CVE Training for CIWs/Chak 6 MR/UC KP Maral 

 

Figure 4 Cultural Event/Chak 13 MR/UC KP Maral 

 

Figure 5 Food Festival/Chak 18 MR/UC 18 MR 

 

Figure 6 Post CAP/Chak 18 MR/UC 18 MR 
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Figure 7 Siani swani /Chak 5 MR/UC 2MR 

 

Figure 8 Interactive Theatre/Basti barooti/UC 18 MR 

 

7) Please indicate your level of satisfaction with the DAI processes in implementing this grant: 

Very Satisfied   □ Satisfied □Somewhat Satisfied   □ Not Satisfied   □ 

7.1) Please explain what worked, and what could be improved: (Specifically in matters of communication, feedback, 
protocols, reporting, programming, concept development, capacity building, etc. In your opinion, how could DAI 
couldhavefurther facilitated the activity implementation and if applicable, what would your organization have done 
differently during activity design and development?)   
 
RWO implanted 2nd grant with DAI under umbrella of AeP. It was good experience with AeP. AeP representative briefed 
the RWO team on project inception, in which they orient about the communication protocols, policy and procedures, 
reporting formats, milestones deliverables and reporting and NPR. They facilitated the RWO in smoothly project 
implementation AeP helped to identify the gaps through monitoring visits and suggested area of improvement or 
leanings. They were very responsive in any query or consultation and Milestone payments.RWO suggested some points 
which are following: Capacity building session on skills regarding skills related to project implementation should be part 
of project. IP suggested trainers should take on board by AeP by building their capacity through ToT. As number of IPs 
implementing the project at the same time so IPs find difficulty in selecting the local trainer and his/her availability while 
the IP have limited milestone duration. In case of any issue regards procedures like vetting process, AeP must intimate 
the Org timely. In current project, project activities remained on hold twice due to implication of lockdown. This was 
challange to retain the attendee interest for RWO. Due to the linger on the renew the vetting process, project marked up 
completed, without completion of pending activities and formal close out. It will affect the organization credibility at 
ground level and more effort will be needed in implementation of next or coming projects. 
 
8) Please answer the following questions with support of collected data to help evaluate the impact of the grant:  

Through this Poject Aman Kook-II, selected the 50 potential mentors and build their capacity on advance level of CVE. 
While 200 CIWs trained on CVE through 3 days training. These training sessions enabled them to critically think on CVE 
issues. They took CVE initiatives at community level and widespread the community women engagement. These 
beneficiaries were divided in mixed group of mentors and CIWs, they conducted CAPs in their respective areas. They are 
facilitating the community women in resolving domestic level issues and taking part in decision making at societal level. 
They are also busy in promoting CVE related attitudes and behaviors practices. Theory of change contributed in the 
successfully implementation of project and capacity building of community women on CVE. Through CAPs, community 
women enhanced their decision making ability. 

9)After participating in the activities, how do the beneficiaries view their role in peacebuilding in the future? Please 
ensure that the answer is disaggregated by gender. 

Community Women who participated as a direct beneficiary in project and build their capacity by attending the CVE 
Training session and now are arranged in a group. This group was format ensuring diversity of sect, faith, caste, language 
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and ethnicity. They implemented the CAPs in their areas in which they disseminate awareness on peace Building, cultural, 
interfaith sectarian harmony. Now, community is well aware about these CIWs members. They visit their these CIWs for 
their domestic issues and suggestion to resolve these. These trained beneficiaries will be proved as local asset to resolve 
the CVE related issues. This project also value add in women decision making. They are taking part in taking decisions at 
domestic and village level. Community influential e.g teachers , LHVs, Religious teachers etc were part of project as a 
CIWs and Mentors, after completion of project they will continue to disseminate the peace message at community level 
with their others job duties. During their official visits in the communities they will sensitize the community on 
importance of peace building. If there will be any other IP or or organization initiate the project in their areas they will 
play their leading role in the effectively implementation. In their festivals, and ceremonies they will also the peace 
messages. 
 
10) Please explain what media coverage, if any, was tracked and include any clips or links to publications here. If the 
activity was not publicized, kindly write “N/A” in response to this question. 

There were 02 media hits in Milestone deliverable of MS02 and MS05.  
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11) Please attach as separate documents or annexes to this report: 

• Schedule, and content of ToT 

• List of selected 16 university teachers/faculty members 

• List of selected 100 teachers/faculty members from isolated schools 

• Schedule and content of the university certification program 

• List and schedule of final student activities 

• Schedule and agenda for exposure visits 

• All IEC material developed during the course of the activity 

12) Any additional comments, questions, or concerns? 
  
As a AeP IP, RWO implemented project successfully with their facilitation. It was full of learning for RWO to implement 
the project in pandemic and lock down. It was women centered project, RWO team faced challenges o constraints by 
men. RWO suggested that both men and women should be beneficiaries or attendee of project ,ratio can be differ. It will 
be help out in smoothly implementation and attain the project objective. 
 
 
 

Thank you! 
 

 I certify that the equipment and items provided under this grant are and will continue being used in 
accordance with the grant purposes they were issued for. The information contained in this report is true 
and accurate to the best of my knowledge 
 

Submitted by: 

Name : Zahid Zahoor 

Designation: Project Director 

Signature:  

 

Date:25th ,May 2021 

 

Prepared by: 
 
Name: Samina Arhsad 

Designation: Reporting and Documentation Officer 

Date: 25th ,May 2021 

 

 
 
 

 

 


